


 

Read the book ‘Bug’s Big Trip’ and look 
at the illustrations.

To see a question about the 
book, click this button:

Bug’s Big Trip

?



 

What do you think 
this book is going to 
be about?

Do you think it 
is fiction or 
non-fiction?

?

?

Where might Bug 
go on his ‘big trip’??



 

Bug ‘hitches a lift’. 
What do you think 
this means??
Do you think that 
Bug will make it 
the pool? What’s 
your prediction?

?



 

Why do you think 
Bug needs a bath?? What is the ‘plain’??



 

What is Bug’s plan?? What might happen next??



 

Do you think Giraffe knows 
that Bug is there?? What has Bug spotted 

above him??



 

What positional word 
tells us where Bug is?? Why does Bug jump 

down from Crane’s wing??



 

What is a ‘trunk’?? Where do you think 
Bug will land??



 

What is a ‘mane’?? Which animal will Bug ride 
on next??



 

What positional word 
tells us where Bug is?? Where are all the 

animals going??



 

There are two positional words 
in this sentence. Can you spot 
them both?

? Where is Bug now??



 

What is the problem?? What does ‘scrambles’ mean??



 

What do you think might 
happen next??



 

Why is Bug ‘just in time’?? What animal can you 
spot behind Bug??



 

Why do you think Hippo 
jumps into the pool?? How do you think 

Bug feels??



 

Hippo Bug Giraffe

Which animal is the main 
character in this story??



 

Which of these events happens first? 
Which happens last??

last first



 

Where is this story set??

the African 
savanna the rainforest in the woods



 

There are lots of positional words in this story. 
Can you read them all??

across off

into

downbehind

upin frontunder

betwee
n on in



 

At the end of the story, Bug has still not had his 
bath. What do you think might happen next??



 

Did you enjoy 
this story?

What was your 
favourite part?

?

?
Would you 
recommend this 
book to a friend??




